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Form/genre terms have traditionally been aligned with subject heading by being built into 
the subject heading structure.  The last 8 to 10 years, however, have seen a movement to 
separate form/genre from subject after the capacity to do so was established through 
changes to MARC standards.  The ensuing implementation has proceeded slowly because 
of the number of form/genre terms in subject headings that will require changes, and the 
problems of coding and display in our catalogs.   
 
David Miller and Mary Strouse, both innovators in the implementation of form/genre, 
have used different approaches to overcoming these challenges.  David’s library created a 
separate form/genre index.  Mary’s is utilizing cross-index searches and limits.  In their 
presentation, they illustrated these various approaches and provided a recommendation 
for full implementation of form/genre which includes a combination of these elements.   
 
First, David provided the background of his form/genre odyssey at Curry College’s Levin 
Library. His focus presumes one would like to provide separate form/genre access which 
his library has accomplished through a separate genre index.  This index includes only 
the 655 field (although they are considering including |v for future re-indexing) and uses 
LCSH genre terms.  655 fields were created through a retrospective project of identifying 
and re-tagging 650s.  As part of this conversion, they also created local genre authority 
records by copying the subject authorities into the genre index and re-tagging. 
 
David’s library is promoting form/genre by targeting faculty departments such as film 
studies through e-mails with canned searches or special web pages.  They are also 
providing canned genre searches on the library home page.  David then illustrated a 
collaborative project with his school’s Education Resource Center in which they are 
linking canned searches for children’s genre books, such as board books and alphabet 
books, from the Center’s website to the library’s catalog 
 
David listed some possible future enhancements to form/genre indexing: 
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• Parenthetical qualifiers to distinguish subject from form/genre.  In a library 
catalog with a combined subject and genre index, a browse screen with results 
‘poetry’ as both subject and genre would display as: 

  Poetry 
  Poetry [form/genre] 
• Making use of MARC bibliographic tag 655 2nd indicator values.  (Future MARC 

changes will be expand these 2nd  indicator values--see MARBI proposal 2002-
07). 

• Redirection between subject and genre indexes analogous to redirection between 
subject and keyword:  “Your entry Children’s songs would be here.  Search as 
form/genre” 

 
Mary then illustrated various ways of implementing form/genre through the utilization of 
cross-index searching and limits.  First she showed the University of Washington 
libraries’ catalog form/genre search screen as an example of what is possible in terms of 
form/genre search help. 
 
1) Keyword and limit results—list of titles.  Example searches were shown to illustrate 
that the keyword, limited and cross-index searches all result in title lists which do not 
include authority cross-references.  Therefore, searching first in a phrase index, such as 
form/genre, may be warranted in order to identify cross-references. 
 
2) Cross-index search in Advanced Keyword:  Provides the ability to search the genre 
index along with other indexes. (s:lawyers and genre:restatements) This is currently 
available in only two Innovative libraries (Howard Law and Catholic University Law) 
because of a lack of demand from other Innovative customers.  Other libraries use a 
different keyword segment to provide form/genre access, such as notes or keyword. 
 
3) Pre-search limiting in Advanced Keyword.  The pre-search limit does not require a 
separate form/genre index.  A pre-search drop-down box allows the catalog user to limit 
to a list of genre terms. 
 
4) Post-search limits.  Post-search form limits are not drop-down.  Instead, form/genre 
limit works the same as “words in author” where the user must provide the term.  Drop-
down boxes in post-limit searches are not currently offered by Innovative. 
 
5) Rotating subject heading subdivisions in the subject index provides simple access to 
form subdivisions.  One caveat to this approach-- Innovative has a list of stopword 
phrases which normally do not rotate due to the large number of terms. Most of these 
stopwords are form/genre.  Howard Law requested to have these stopword phrases 
rotated to allow subject searching of form subdivisions such as periodicals.   
           
The speakers’ recommendations for implementation of form/genre are that the catalog 
should include a form/genre index and authorities (with or without search help screen), an 
advanced keyword segment, and pre- and post-search limits.  
 



Their indexing recommendations are: 
 
• 655 indexed only in genre index to preserve the specificity in keyword searching 

(this may require re-indexing),  
• Indexing the 6xx |v in both the subject and form/genre indexes (the reason for this 

dual role is that form subdivisions are useful in subject heading indexes to divide 
the subject file and subtract from the hit list) 

• Consider separate tag groups / captions (650s as Subject, 655s as Form in OPAC 
display) 

• Limits should match index (also consider using 245|h as a limit) 
 
The handout for this presentation is available on the IUG Website.  It includes links to the 
library catalogs used as demonstrations, as well as a bibliography of form/genre 
resources. 
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